Abstract-This paper investigates the characteristics of the shadowed fading observed in off-body communications channels at 5.8 GHz. This is realized with the aid of the κ-μ/gamma composite fading model, which assumes that the transmitted signal undergoes κ-μ fading, which is subject to multiplicative shadowing. Based on this, the total power of the multipath components, including both the dominant and scattered components, is subject to non-negligible variations that follow the gamma distribution. For this model, we present an integral form of the probability density function (PDF) as well as important analytic expressions for the PDF, cumulative distribution function, moments, and moment generating function. In the case of indoor off-body communications, the corresponding measurements were carried out in the context of four explicit individual scenarios, namely: line of sight (LOS), non-LOS walking, rotational, and random movements. The measurements were repeated within three different indoor environments and considered three different hypothetical body worn node locations. With the aid of these results, the parameters for the κ-μ/gamma composite fading model were estimated and analyzed extensively. Interestingly, for the majority of the indoor environments and movement scenarios, the parameter estimates suggested that dominant signal components existed even when the direct signal path was obscured by the test subject's body. In addition, it is shown that the κ-μ/gamma composite fading model provides an adequate fit to the fading effects involved in off-body communications channels. Using the Kullback-Leibler divergence, we have also compared our results with another recently proposed shadowed fading model, namely, the κ-μ/lognormal LOS shadowed fading model. It was found that the κ-μ/gamma composite fading model provided a better fit for the majority of the scenarios considered in this paper.
I. INTRODUCTION

I
N BODY centric communications, while path loss, largescale and small-scale fading phenomena can be responsible for shaping the characteristics of the received signal, they are often superseded by body shadowing as the predominant fading mechanism. In off-body communications, one or more wireless devices are positioned on the human body and communicate with a local transceiver or a base station in a different physical location. In this case, the shadowing effects typically occur due to the obstruction of the direct signal path by the user's body and/or surrounding people and obstacles [1] - [3] . As a consequence, the received signal can experience deep fades which reduce the overall signal reliability and ultimately the information recovering capability. Indicatively, it was observed in [3] that deep fades of up to 67 dB, directly attributable to the body shadowing, were possible when a person rotated within the immediate vicinity of a hypothetical base station antenna.
The characteristics of off-body communications channels have been previously studied for different operating frequencies, types of antenna, multipath environments, user movements, and body worn node locations [3] - [9] . These studies have shown that the shadowing of the received signal was sensitive not only to the user movement but also to the position of the wireless node on the body. For example in [5] , a number of off-body communications channels operating at 2.45 GHz within a multipath environment were investigated. Four possible body worn node locations (head, left arm, right arm and back) and two user movements (walking and running) were considered. It was found that radio channel parameters such as the received signal power, delay spread and direction of arrival were strongly dependent upon the antenna placement and the user movement. For instance, while the test subject was running, a left-arm positioned antenna spent more time under the line of sight (LOS) conditions than in the case of the walking scenario.
In the same context, it was observed in [7] that the corresponding mean channel gain strongly depended not only on the body worn node locations but also on the type of antenna employed. In this study, the authors modeled the channel using a combination of the mean channel gain which was characterized through a linear log-distance fit of the data, the small-scale fading component which was modeled by the Nakagami-m distribution and the body shadowing effect which was considered as an additional loss contribution to the mean channel gain and hence was described as a function of the body orientation angle. In fact, this decomposition of the received signal into its shadowed and small-scale fading components is common amongst all the analyses presented in [3] and [6] - [9] . However, although this step may simplify the analysis of the channel data, in some respects it seems an unnatural approach as in reality both shadowed and small-scale fading co-exist and consequently affect body centric communications channels simultaneously. Another benefit of using composite fading models to characterize wireless channels is that they circumvent the requirement to choose an appropriate smoothing window size for the computation of the local mean signal. This choice can ultimately impact the parameter estimation process and also any inferences made from the channel data. Therefore, in this paper and based on the aforementioned investigations, we consider a composite fading model, which is capable of encapsulating both shadowing and small-scale fading effects as they occur concurrently.
Over the last few decades, various composite fading models have been proposed which combine shadowed and small-scale fading. These can be further divided into line of sight and multiplicative shadowed fading models. The former relates to random variation of the amplitude of the dominant signal component only, which is caused by complete or partial obstruction of the direct signal path. This includes the Rice/lognormal [10] , κ-μ/lognormal [11] , Rice/Nakagami-m [12] and κ-μ/Nakagami-m [13] , [14] LOS shadowed fading models. On the contrary, the latter causes random fluctuations of the total power of the multipath components, i.e. both the dominant and scattered signal components. This includes Rayleigh/lognormal [15] , [16] , Rice/lognormal [17] , Rayleigh/gamma [18] , also known as the K-distribution, and Nakagami-m/gamma [19] , also known as the generalized K-distribution, K G , composite fading models.
The characterization of body centric communications channels using composite fading models has received little attention in the literature. One of the few known studies is reported in [11] where the author characterized the LOS shadowed fading observed in body centric communications channels using the κ-μ/lognormal LOS shadowed fading model. While the underlying assumption employed in [11] may hold in some cases, it is also reasonable to assume that in body centric communications, both the dominant and scattered signal components can be shadowed together. Therefore, in this paper, we perform a more general statistical characterization of the shadowed fading for indoor off-body communications channels using the κ-μ/gamma composite fading model, which was initially proposed in [20] .
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section II introduces the κ-μ/gamma composite fading model. Novel analytic expressions are derived for the fundamental statistical measures of the proposed model while its versatility is also illustrated by highlighting a number of other distributions which are included as special cases. In Section III, the measurement system, environments and scenarios are demonstrated in detail while Section IV presents the off-body channel characterization for each of the considered environments in terms of a path loss model and the shadowed fading parameter estimates alongside some examples of the model fitting. In Section V, the goodness-of-fit of the κ-μ/gamma composite fading model is also evaluated and compared with the κ-μ/lognormal LOS shadowed fading model both theoretically and experimentally. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper with some closing remarks.
II. THE κ -μ/GAMMA COMPOSITE SHADOWED FADING MODEL
A. Formulation of the κ-μ/Gamma Distribution
The probability density function (PDF) of the composite signal envelope, R, in a κ-μ/gamma shadowed fading channel [20] can be expressed as the integral of the conditional probability density of the κ-μ fading with respect to the random variation of the mean signal power, , as follows
To this effect, if we initially hold the mean signal power constant, then the PDF of the κ-μ/gamma composite fading channel in (1) can be expressed as
which denotes the PDF of the κ-μ fading model [21] . In (2), I v (·) represents the modified Bessel function of the first kind and order v, κ is the ratio of the total power of the dominant components (δ 2 ) to the total power of the scattered waves (2μσ 2 ), whereas μ > 0 is related to the multipath clustering and σ 2 is the power of the scattered waves in each of the clusters. The corresponding mean signal power is given by E R 2 = = δ 2 + 2μσ 2 , with E[·] denoting the statistical expectation. Based on this and by letting vary according to the gamma distribution, the corresponding PDF is given by
where α > 0 and β > 0 denote the shape and scale parameters respectively and (·) is the gamma function. By substituting (2) and (3) into (1), the PDF of the composite signal envelope in a κ-μ/gamma composite fading channel can be expressed in (4) as shown at the bottom of the next page. The κ-μ/gamma composite fading model inherits all of the generality of the κ-μ distribution and therefore includes as special cases the one-sided Gaussian, Rice (Nakagami-n), Nakagami-m and Rayleigh distributions. For example, as shown in Fig. 1 , as α → ∞ there is no shadowing of the mean signal power, and in this case, the κ-μ/gamma composite fading model coincides with the κ-μ fading model [21] . Likewise, by setting μ = 1 and again letting α → ∞, the Rice PDF can be obtained, where κ becomes equivalent to the Rice K factor [21] . Then, the Rayleigh distribution can be readily deduced by setting κ = K = 0. Similarly, the Nakagami-m distribution can be obtained by letting κ → 0 with the μ parameter becoming equivalent to the m parameter of the Nakagami-m distribution [21] . Moreover, as shown in Fig. 2 , the PDF of the κ-μ/gamma composite fading model also includes as special cases other shadowed fading models such as the Rayleigh/gamma [18] and Nakagami-m/gamma [19] composite fading models. It is also worth noting that it can be used to provide an accurate approximation of the Rice/lognormal [17] composite fading model as shown PDFs of the κ-μ/gamma composite fading model (continuous lines) which correspond to other composite fading models: Rayleigh/ gamma [18] (circles); Rice/lognormal [17] (squares); and Nakagami/gamma fading [19] (triangles).
in Fig. 2 . In this case, the log-scale parameter, u and shape parameter, σ of the lognormal distribution were estimated from parameters α and β of the gamma distribution with the aid of [22, eq. (6) ]. Table I summarizes the parameters of the κ-μ/gamma composite fading model for the special cases in which it coincides with the aforementioned fading models.
B. Probability Density Function
Having formulated the κ-μ/gamma distribution in (4), we can derive a simple analytic expression for its envelope PDF. 
Notably, the integral in (5) can be expressed in closed-form with the aid of [23, eq. (3.471.9)]; therefore, by performing the necessary change of variables and substituting into (5) and carrying out long but basic algebraic manipulations, one obtains
where K n (·) denotes the modified Bessel function of the second kind and order n [23] .
C. Cumulative Distribution Function
The cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the κ-μ/gamma distribution can be readily obtained using the analytic expression derived for the PDF in (6) . Based on this, one obtains
The integral above can be expressed in closed-form with the aid of [24, eq. (1.12.1.2)], yielding (8) as shown at the top of this page where, p F q (·) denotes the generalized hypergeometric function [23] , [24] .
D. Moment Generating Function
Having derived the PDF of the κ-μ/gamma distribution we can also proceed with the derivation of the corresponding moment generating function (MGF). To this end, one straightforwardly obtains
where the integral above can be expressed in closed-form using [23, eqs. (6.621.3) and (9.131.2)]. Therefore, by making the necessary variable transformation and substituting in (9), the following exact analytic expression is deduced
where 2 F 1 (·) denotes the Gauss hypergeometric function [23] , [24] .
E. Moments and Amount of Fading
The PDF derived in (6) can also be used to obtain a simple analytic expression for the corresponding n moments. As a result, it immediately follows that the n th moment of the κ-μ/gamma distribution can be expressed as follows:
The integral above can be expressed in terms of the Euler gamma function (·) [23, eq. (6.561.16)]; therefore, by performing the necessary change of variables and substituting into (11) yields
It is recalled here that the Pochhammer symbol is given [23] . To this effect, and again after long but basic algebraic manipulations, equation (12) can be equivalently re-written as
Importantly, the series representation above can be expressed in a simple closed-form yielding
where 1 F 1 (·) denotes the Kummer confluent hypergeometric function [23] , [24] . It is also recalled that the amount of fading (AF) is a useful performance metric in wireless communications over fading channels and its definition is given by [25, eq. (1.27) ], namely
Therefore, the AF for the case of κ-μ/gamma distribution can be readily expressed in closed-form by determining the corresponding first and second moments with the aid of (14), which yields
To the best of the authors' knowledge, the expressions derived above have not previously been reported in the open technical literature. Furthermore, because of their generality, they can be employed in the derivation of numerous useful performance metrics in digital communications over κ-μ/gamma fading channels and the numerous special cases contained within.
III. MEASUREMENT SET-UP, ENVIRONMENTS AND EXPERIMENTS A. Measurement Set-Up
The transmitter section of the channel measurement system consisted of an ML5805, 1 single chip fully integrated Frequency Shift Keyed (FSK) transceiver, manufactured by RFMD. It was configured to transmit a continuous wave signal with a power level of +17.6 dBm at 5.8 GHz. The transmit antenna was mounted tangentially with respect to the body surface of an adult male of height 1.83 m and mass 73 kg using a small strip of Velcro®. During the measurements, the transmitter was alternated between three different body locations on the test subject, as shown in Fig. 3 (a). These were: the central-chest region at a height of 1.42 m; the central-waist region at a height of 1.15 m; and the right wrist region at a height of 0.98 m. Each of these hypothetical body worn node locations is likely to be used in future off-body systems. For example, the chest region is a suitable location for monitoring electrocardiogram (ECG), the waist region is a possible mounting point for a gateway node in a body area network (BAN), whereas the wrist region is a possible location for a smart watch.
It should be noted that in order to provide as realistic a characterization of the off-body channels as possible, the transmitter was attached, using the Velcro®, to the test subject's clothing for the chest and waist regions whereas it was positioned next to his skin for the wrist region. The separation distances between the transmitter and the body for the three different body worn node locations were 5.8 mm, 7.5 mm and 4.0 mm for the chest, waist and wrist regions, respectively. It is well known that an antenna operating in the vicinity of the human body can introduce the complex antennabody interaction effects such as power absorption, near-field coupling and radiation pattern distortion [26] . Fig. 3(b) shows the measured azimuthal radiation patterns for the sleeve dipole antenna in free space and situated on each body worn node position. As expected, due to the presence of the human body, it was obvious that the radiation patterns for all body worn node locations, particularly in the posterior direction (between 90°and 270°), were significantly distorted when compared to the radiation pattern in free space. Moreover, it was also observed that the radiation pattern in the anterior facing direction for the chest region was slightly more directional than those for the waist and wrist regions.
The receiver section of the channel measurement system, consisted of an antenna which was mounted vertically on a non-conductive polyvinyl chloride (PVC) stand at an elevation of 1.10 m above the floor level so that the antenna was parallel to the body worn nodes while the user was stationary. The antenna was connected to port 1 of a Rohde & Schwarz ZVB-8 vector network analyzer 2 (VNA) using a low-loss coaxial cable. A pre-measurement calibration was performed to reduce the effects of known system based errors using a Rohde & Schwarz ZV-Z51 3 calibration unit. This also enabled the elimination of the effects of the power amplifier and cable loss.
The VNA was configured as a sampling receiver, recording the magnitude of the b 1 wave quantity incident on port 1 with a bandwidth of 10 kHz, which was centered at the According to the Nyquist theorem, the required minimum sampling frequency must be at least twice the maximum Doppler frequency to avoid aliasing [28] ; therefore, assuming that the human body was the main scattering object in the test environment, the given sampling frequency was more than adequate to characterize the time varying nature of the offbody communications channels studied here. The antennas used by both the transmitter and receiver were omnidirectional sleeve dipole antennas with +2.3 dBi gain (Mobile Mark model PSKN3-24/55S) 4 in free space.
B. Environments
To perform a robust characterization of the indoor off-body channel at 5.8 GHz, we conducted our experiments in a number of different indoor environments, in order to fully encapsulate variations in room size, materials and furniture. These locations were situated within the Institute of Electronics, Communications and Information Technology (ECIT) at Queen's University Belfast in the United Kingdom. They were: (1) an indoor laboratory environment with dimensions of 4.75 m × 9.14 m. The laboratory is situated on the 2 nd floor of the ECIT building as shown in Fig. 4(a) and contained a number of chairs, boxes, lab equipment, metal cabinets and also desks constructed from medium density fiberboard. The laboratory was unoccupied for the duration of the experiments facilitating pedestrian free off-body channel measurements; (2) a seminar room with dimensions of 7.92 m × 12.58 m which is located on the 1 st floor of the ECIT building as shown in Fig. 4(b) . The seminar room contained a large number of chairs, desks, a projector and a white board. It also featured an external facing boundary wall constructed entirely from glass with some metallic supporting pillars. Again, the seminar room was unoccupied for the duration of the experiments; (3) an open office area with dimensions of 10.62 m × 12.23 m situated on the 1 st floor of the ECIT building as illustrated using the red rectangular outline in Fig. 4(c) . The open office area contained a number of soft partitions, cabinets, PCs, chairs and desks. During the channel measurements, one person was working at his desk, as indicated with the red fill in Fig. 4(c) . It is worth noting that all three environments also consisted of metal studded dry walls with a metal tiled floor covered with polypropylene-fiber, rubber backed carpet tiles, and metal ceiling with mineral fiber tiles and recessed louvered luminaries suspended 2.70 m above floor level.
C. Experiments
Four individual movement scenarios deemed likely to be encountered in everyday life were considered. These were: (1) walking in LOS conditions and (2) walking in non-LOS (NLOS) conditions, where the test subject walked towards and then away from the receiver in a straight line (from the 9 m point to 1 m point and vice versa as indicated in Fig. 4) ; (3) rotational movement, where the test subject rotated 360°in a clockwise direction from direct LOS through to the maximum shadowing condition (180°rotation) before returning to direct LOS at separation distances of 1 m, 5 m and 9 m from the receiver; (4) random movement, where the test subject walked randomly within a circle area with a radius of 1 m at separation distances of 1 m, 5 m and 9 m away from the receiver. It should be noted that unlike the classical indoor channel, the NLOS scenario considered in this study corresponds to the condition where the human body obscured the direct communication path between the body worn node and the receiver.
Due to the limitation of space, for the indoor laboratory environment, the random movement measurements were conducted at the separation distances of 1 m, 5 m and 8 m. The smallest data sets considered for the statistical analysis presented here were: 2401 for the LOS walking, 2251 for NLOS walking, 785 for the rotational movement and 4378 for the random movement. The mean recorded noise threshold in all three different indoor environments was observed to be approximately −98.6 dBm. Moreover, the average walking speed and angular rotation speed were observed to be approximately 1.19 m/s and 2 rad/s, respectively. To improve the validity and robustness of the parameter estimates obtained in this study, measurements were repeated three times for all of the considered body worn node positions and movement scenarios within three different environments.
IV. RESULTS
The results presented in this section are expressed in terms of a simple path loss model and the composite fading signal. The log-distance path loss can be expressed as [27] 
where P is the path loss at the reference distance d 0 , n is the path loss exponent which indicates the rate at which the path loss increases with distance and d is the distance between transmit and receive antennas. The path loss at the reference distance and the path loss exponent were estimated using linear regression performed in MATLAB for both the LOS and NLOS walking scenarios. The reference distance, which should be in far field region of the antenna, was 1 m for all three environments considered in this study.
To abstract the composite fading signal for the LOS and NLOS scenarios, the elapsed time was first converted into a distance based upon an estimate of the test subject's velocity. The estimated path loss was then obtained using (17) and removed from the raw signal power. As an example, Fig. 5 shows the received signal power with a superimposed path loss fit alongside the abstracted composite fading components for the chest positioned antenna in the indoor laboratory environment while the test subject undertook the 1 st trial of the LOS and NLOS walking scenarios. In the rotational and random movement scenarios, as the test subject only moved over very small distances, the path loss was ignored and the global mean signal power was removed from the measured data. It is noted here that all parameters for the κ-μ/gamma composite fading model were estimated using a non-linear least squares routine programmed in MATLAB. Furthermore, the integral in (4) was computed using trapz function which is also available in MATLAB.
A. LOS and NLOS Walking
The parameter estimates for n and P across all three environments are given in Table II along with the body shadowing factor (BSF) which is defined here as the difference between the path loss at the reference distance for the LOS and NLOS conditions. The parameter estimates presented here correspond to the mean values averaged over the three repeated trials in order to ensure their robustness. With the exception of the wrist position in the seminar room, for all of the hypothetical body worn node locations and environments, the path loss at the reference distance (P) for NLOS was greater than that for LOS due to the shadowing effects caused by the test subject's body. Also from Table II, it is clear that the values of the path loss exponent for the LOS walking movement scenario were smaller than that expected for free space (n = 2). This was likely due to the waveguide effect which can be present within indoor environments [29] . In fact, this phenomenon would have been particularly enhanced by the high metallic content of the walls and reinforced ceilings and floors. Similar results have been found for the off-body measurements conducted in [7] and [30] . The estimated path loss exponents for the NLOS walking scenario were relatively small compared to those obtained for the LOS case. This suggests that for shortrange NLOS off-body channels, which suffer from bulk power absorption and body shadowing, the received signal is less dependent upon the distance between the body worn node and the receiver compared to the LOS case.
From Table II , it is evident that the lowest path loss at the reference distance and the highest path loss exponent over all of the three environments was observed for the LOS case with the transmitter on the waist. One possible explanation for this is that the height of the waist mounted transmitter (1.15 m) and the receiver (1.10 m) were almost the same, so the shortest propagation path between the transmitter and receiver was maintained while the test subject was walking. Also considering the values of the BSF given in Table II , it was observed that the wrist region had the least difference in path loss at the reference distance between the LOS and NLOS walking scenarios. This was due to the fact that as the test subject walked, his arms naturally moved between the front, side and back regions of the body. Therefore the wrist region can experience both the LOS and NLOS channel conditions irrespective of whether the person is walking towards or away from the receiver.
As an example of the results obtained from fitting the κ-μ/gamma composite fading model to the off-body channel data, Table III depicts the mean parameter estimates for κ, μ, α and β during the LOS and NLOS walking scenarios in each of environments when the transmitter was positioned on the central-chest region. It became apparent that a resultant dominant signal component was always found to exist even for the NLOS walking scenario where the direct signal path was obscured by the test subject's body (κ > 1). This was most likely due to the fact that there existed dominant signal paths created by strong specular reflections in the surroundings and diffraction around the human body. Interestingly, the κ parameter for the NLOS case was greater than that for the LOS case for all three environments, suggesting that in the NLOS channel the difference between the total power contributed by the dominant components and scattered contributions increased. One possible reason for this was that due to the shadowing effect of the human body, the power of the scattered components for the NLOS case were most likely to have been significantly weakened compared to the LOS case. Conversely, as the scattered contributions arriving from the field of view in the LOS scenario are less impacted by body shadowing their contribution is likely to have a more noticeable effect on the received signal resulting in lower κ parameter estimates. Nonetheless, it is worth highlighting that the increase in the κ parameter values when transitioning from LOS to NLOS occurs in the context of greater bulk power absorption and body shadowing. This can be seen from the BSF values reported in Table II , where there was more than a 10 dB reduction of the signal power when moving from LOS to NLOS for most body worn node positions. The average estimated values of the μ parameter for all environments and hypothetical body worn node locations were smaller than 1 which suggests that the signal fluctuation in these channels is less impacted by scattering and determined more by the interaction of other multipath components. As anticipated, the values of α in the LOS case were greater than those for NLOS, meaning that the LOS walking scenario suffered less from shadowing than the NLOS case. As shown in Table III for the seminar room environment, occasionally the estimated shadowing parameters (α) obtained for LOS were found to be quite low, suggesting that these radio links experienced some shadowing even if a direct signal path existed. This observation was most likely caused by the fact that contributing signal components other than those arriving via LOS propagation (i.e. multipath components including both the dominant and scattered signal contributions) were shadowed by the human body and surrounding obstacles. As an example of the results of the model fitting, Fig. 6 shows the PDFs of the κ-μ/gamma composite fading model fitted to the empirical data obtained for the chest positioned transmitter Fig. 7 . PDFs of the mean signal power for the rotational movement at separation distances of 1 m, 5 m and 9 m for the wrist positioned antenna while the test subject was in the indoor laboratory environment. It should be noted that the mean values of parameter α and β in Table IV were used. in the seminar room for both the LOS and NLOS walking scenarios during the 3 rd trial. It is quite clear that the κ-μ/gamma composite fading model provides an excellent fit to the empirical data for both of these scenarios. Table IV shows the mean value of the parameter estimates averaged over the three repeated trials for the rotational and random movement scenarios. Again, a dominant signal component was found to exist for both scenarios. Here, the estimated κ parameters were greater than unity for nearly all cases with the exception of the measurements made at the 1 m point (and for the chest positioned device at the 5 m point in the seminar room). At these very short separation distances, the transmitted signal is extremely susceptible to shadowing effects caused by the human body. In this instance, due to the close proximity between the transmitter and the receiver it is unlikely that many dominant signal paths (e.g. strong specular reflections) are created that consistently carry significant power to the receiver. Instead, the signal reception will mostly be the result of shadowed diffuse contributions. This hypothesis is supported by the κ and μ parameters obtained for these scenarios. For all body worn node positions, over all three measurement environments and for the 1 m separation distance, the κ parameter was found to be close to zero and the μ parameter approached one. It is recalled here that when κ = 0 and μ = 1, the κ-μ/gamma composite fading model reduces to the Rayleigh/gamma composite fading model, which suggests that no dominant signal component was present and one cluster of shadowed multipath existed. Fig. 7 illustrates the shadowing characteristics of the mean signal power for the wrist positioned transmitter during the rotational movement while the test subject was in the indoor laboratory environment. As we can see, when the distance between the hypothetical body worn node and the receiver was increased, the average estimated α value also increased (Table IV), meaning that there was less shadowing of the mean signal power. This observation may be explained using an extension of the rationale given above, that is, as the separation distance between the transmitter and the receiver was increased, more dominant signal paths were established which actively contributed to the received signal. These new dominant signal components act to increasingly stabilize the received signal and thus reduce the variation due to the shadowing effects. This trend was also observed for the rotational movement over all body worn node locations in the open office area environment.
B. Rotational and Random Movement
In contrast, the average α parameters for the rotational measurements in the seminar room were less impacted by increases in the separation distance with only a very modest growth in these values (Table IV) . This was most likely due to the spatial characteristics of this environment and the non-homogeneous physical make up of the room which featured an external facing boundary wall constructed entirely from glass with some metallic supporting pillars as well as the plasterboard bounding structures which featured prominently in the laboratory and open office environments. Therefore, as the person rotated, and largely irrespective of the distance, the receiver would have experienced different intensities of (shadowed) multipath depending on what bounding feature the test subject was facing towards. This effect was also prominent for the random movements in all three environments. Here, as the test subject moved around, he created a time-varying spatially distributed electromagnetic field pattern which in turn, was prone to shadowing depending upon the link geometry between the transmitter and receiver. This meant that the α parameters obtained were generally lower than those obtained for the other scenarios and also less sensitive to changes in the absolute straight line separation distance between the transmitter and receiver. As an example of the results of the model fitting for these scenarios, Figs 8 and 9 show the excellent agreement between the PDFs of the κ-μ/gamma composite fading model and the empirical data obtained for the wrist positioned transmitter in the seminar room and open office area environments when the test subject performed a rotational movement at 1 m (Fig. 8) and random movement at 9 m (Fig. 9 ).
V. A COMPARISON WITH THE κ -μ/LOGNORMAL
LOS SHADOWED FADING MODEL The κ-μ/lognormal LOS shadowed fading model was recently proposed in [11] and has been successfully used to model the fading observed in body centric communications channels. Unlike the κ-μ/gamma composite fading model, in a κ-μ/lognormal LOS shadowed fading channel it is the LOS signal which only undergoes shadowed fading, with the scattered multipath contribution remaining unperturbed by the shadowing effect. While both the dominant and scattered signal components can be shadowed together (e.g. due to the shadowing caused by the human body itself) it could be argued that in many instances, the overall contribution from the scattered components which are shadowed is likely to be so weak that it will not have a significant influence on the resultant signal. Therefore, to better understand the modes of propagation and hence the underlying signal models for the off-body channels studied in this work, we utilized the Kullback-Leibler divergence (D K −L ) to determine the information loss between the empirical PDFs and the theoretical PDFs for the κ-μ/gamma composite and κ-μ/lognormal LOS shadowed fading models. Fig. 10 . Comparison of the two composite fading PDFs proposed in [11] and [20] , along with the empirical PDFs for the LOS and NLOS scenarios during the 1 st trial, the rotational movement scenario at 9 m during the 3 rd trial and the random movement scenario at 1 m during the 1 st trial for the wrist positioned antenna in all three indoor environments.
The Kullback-Leibler divergence, or relative entropy, quantifies the difference between two distributions and is defined as [31] 
where, in general, f 1 (x) represents the true PDF of the data and f 2 (x) denotes the test PDF, i.e. the approximated PDF of f 1 (x). Table V shows the mean values of the D K −L averaged over the three repeated trials for all of the considered body worn node locations and movement scenarios within three different environments. It was observed that the κ-μ/gamma composite fading model provided a better fit compared to the κ-μ/lognormal LOS shadowed fading model for approximately two-thirds of all of the considered data sets. This observation suggests that in the majority of cases considered here, measurable shadowing of both the dominant and scattered signal components was found to exist. Nonetheless, there were still a significant number of scenarios for which the κ-μ/lognormal LOS shadowed fading model outperformed the κ-μ/gamma composite fading model (Table V) . Thus, it can also be deduced that the impact of shadowing on the scattered signal contribution in some cases will be less apparent. Interestingly, as the separation distance between the transmitter and receiver was increased for both rotational and random movements, the number of cases for which the κ-μ/ lognormal LOS shadowed fading model outperformed the κ-μ/gamma composite fading model was slightly increased. This was most likely due to the fact that as the separation distance increased the total power of the scattered signal components became relatively so weak compared to that of the dominant signal components. As a consequence, in contrast with the LOS and NLOS cases, the resultant signal may not be significantly influenced by the shadowed scattered signal components.
As an example of the model fitting, Fig. 10 shows the empirical PDFs obtained for the wrist worn transmitter within all three indoor environments when the test subject performed the LOS, NLOS walking movements, a rotational movement at 9 m and random movement around the 1 m location. It can be seen that both composite fading models provided a good fit to the measured data although their D K −L values appeared different.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper investigated the shadowed fading in indoor offbody communications channels at 5.8 GHz. Novel analytic expressions were firstly derived for the PDF, CDF, moments and MGF of the κ-μ/gamma composite model. Then, extensive measurements were carried out considering three different indoor environments and locations of a hypothetical body worn node along with four different types of user movement. From the estimated path loss exponents and path loss at the reference distance, it was found that the wrist region had less variations between the LOS and NLOS walking scenarios compared to the chest and waist regions. Additionally, it was found that for all of the indoor environments, irrespective of the hypothetical body worn node locations, path loss exponents for the LOS walking scenario were smaller than those generally anticipated for free space propagation, potentially due to the well-known waveguide effect often experienced within indoor environments. Over all of the measurement scenarios considered in this study, the PDF of the κ-μ/gamma composite fading model has been shown to provide a good fit to the shadowed fading observed in indoor off-body communications channels. From the estimated parameters of this composite fading model, it was quite clear in many cases that the body shadowing and fading generated by the test subject's movement had a significant impact on indoor off-body communications channels. Using the Kullback-Leibler divergence, it has been shown that the κ-μ/gamma composite fading model provided a better fit compared to the recently proposed κ-μ/lognormal LOS shadowed fading model for approximately two-thirds of all the channels considered in this study.
As a final comment, when contrasting their complexity of implementation, both the native forms of the κ-μ/gamma composite fading model and the κ-μ/lognormal LOS shadowed fading model have four parameters, the modified Bessel function and require numerical integration. Therefore, in terms of complexity, their implementation is broadly similar and hence the choice between the two models will come down to the assumption of the propagation characteristics which seem most plausible. However, when it comes to analytical complexity, the κ-μ/gamma composite fading model is more tractable as the derived analytic expressions for the PDF, CDF, moments and MGF can allow the derivation of explicit expressions for numerous performance measures of interests such as error probability and channel capacity, among others. On the contrary, this is currently not feasible for the κ-μ/lognormal model due to the inherent algebraic complexity that typically renders relatively it intractable for further analysis.
